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runoff to consistently meet the standard 100 percent of the
time.
We've proposed an alternative that requires us to
conduct, as I said, the 1RE's and make corrective actions,
and this is your opportunity to consider our proposal, which
is protective and evaluates true impacts to the receiving
water:-- - - - - ---- - - -And lastly, you !mow, before you vote on this order
and maybe not even before; I think it's important you
understand that this wiII affect all the Navy"installations
in San Diego.
And we recommend that, if you get the opportunity,
to actually come out and see our facilities, because I think
you would see that we're implementing programs to protect
water quality. And I think you'd also see that we're not
like the shipyards. We~re different. Our facilities -- in
fact, the last time Vicente was at the Naval Base San Diego,
which is where we have most of our ships, he said he was
shocked to see that it wasn't like a NASSCO, and it's -it's a different type of facility.
So thank you.
MR. WRIGHT: Thank you.
MR. GORDON: That's the end of my presentation.
MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chris Stransky, are you speaking today?
'MR. STRANSKY: Yes.
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The toxicity depends on stonn intensity, duration, location,
of course, and a number of other factors that make it a real
challenge to understand what's happening.
The point is that this is really a ubiquitous
problem not in particular to any of these type of
fa~i1iti~s,b_ut thr0llglJ.oll!th~ state and elsewhere._ _ __
And, unfortunately, the monitoring that is being
performed currently at the end of pipe doesn't answe~ .the
question as to what is really happening in the receiving
water itself. Just a comment.
Second, the acute toxicity protocol or 96-hour
continuous exposures, they're not really representative of a
.short-term storm event. The test methods were developed
with continuous point source discharges that were being
used, and I think there should be some consideration with
regard to that.
And we've come up with some ideas and methods that
should better reflect short-tennstorm water-type exposures.
These have been presented and are of interest to the
California Storm Water Quality Association, and they're
currently under consideration. And I can elaborate more on
that if you're interested.
F.
And, finally, just to reiterate, I think the
i1
effortS and compliance really should be based on and focused ~
on receiving waters as opposed to the end of pipe. This is

i

t---_---.. . . . . . . . . . . . .......p------------I1
I
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MR. WRIGHT: And Mr. Gordon took over 20rninutes, so
let's -- if you're speaking, Mr. Stransky, please keep your
comments as brief as possible. How much time do you need?
MR. STRANSKY: ah, just two minutes, three minutes.
I'll make it quick.

7
8

::
Chainnan, and the Board, for
the opportunity.
I'm a principal for a local environmental company,
Nautilus, here in San Diego.· I'm also an avid water sports
person as well, so I'm concemedabout exposure myself.
Our company focuses and specializes in toxicity
monitoring and testing, and we perfonn toxicity tests or
have for stonn water for the Navy, for the shipyards,
CalTrans, and a number of other industrial and
nonindustrial-type discharges.
And I'd just like to point out that on average what
we've been seeing as just sort of a point, that we've been
seeing toxicity related to' the control, so statistically
based relative to the control, in probably -- approximately
about 50 percent or more of the grab samples that are
collected from impermeable hard surfaces, such as streets
and other locations that -- like streets and any other hard
.surfaces.
And storm water is variable. We've heard that.
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what we're trying to protect and that's where the interest
is. I think a lot of money and effort could be diverted
from the end of pipe to the receiving waters, and that's all
I have. Thank you.
MR.. WRIGHT: Thank you for your brevity.

::clt~~:~~:;::~~~~~~: :~o~::~

~

I

' m

Kelly
Solmer.
8
MS. HUNTER: Good morning again. Laura Hunter with the
9 Environmental Health Coalition. I'm not really sure where
10 to start, and I'm -- have to say that very disappointed in·
J.J. the position that the military -- that the Navy is taking on
12 this permit. Deja vuall over again.
J. 3
They want to have differenttreatment. They want
J. 4 to have weaker treatment, and it's completely unacceptable
15 from our perspective, from the environment's perspective,
16 and we hope from your perspective.
17
I mean, I get that nobody wants to be regulated
18 but, you kriow, if I were to ask Sean or Mike or NASSCO or
19 anybody, nobody wants to be regulated. The point is, the
2 0 stuff is toxic. Polluting our waterways is something we
21 have decided is not in our public interest. Poisoning our
22 bay is not in our national interest.
23
So it's up to you to really set the standards with
24 cOJ;npassion, but you've got to hold them accountable for the
2 5 toxic water that's flowing off of their facilities into our
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precious resources.
2
Let me speak to a couple of the issues. Water
3 diversion. You know, $300 million, please. Either get some
4 real facts on thator'make them acknowledge that the Board's
5 not telling them they have to divert every drop. They are
6 saying you can separate.
7 .... . We're trying to gef6uTthe liigli'risK,mosHoxic- ~_ ..,.' 8 water,andwhat'theyre requesting, the little action level,
", .9 that basically would just,-- 'they're asking you to allow
10 them to just dump a big slug of toxic water in and then do
11 some little follow-up testingafterW'ards. You can't allow
.12 that Thatdoesn't comply'with the law, and that's just not
13 acceptable.
n4
They should be spending moneyge~ing their high
'·15 risk water areas diverted. I mean;.that'sw'hat they should
:1 6 be doing. They're the ones who were choosirig to operate
,il 7 . highly·industtialized,liighly pollutant generating
18 facilities on' an impaired water body. Tharis the choice'
'19 that they're milking, and so they need to bring those into:
;;\2 0 compliance.
~21 .
Their 'arguments about storin water being, oh, you'
,;~2 know, it's all of us. There's nothing we cando. Woe is
:123 us. It's the air that's pollutirig the bay'. It's ·thebay
:24 .. that's ,polluting·itself. Thbseareearly '1990'8arguments
;,:25
when 'no one wanted:tb
stbrm ,.
,'.
. take'responsibilitYIor1toxic
.
"
""
1

Page 92 ,;

shipyard work on the military bases. They are very, very
comparable.
Shocked withthis Regional Board parking lot
doesn't comply. That's like a' lameness factor of five that
5 they would even bring that in here. Oh, let me talk about
6 the ways the Regional Board parking lot is different than,
.7-you kI1ow~multiple·militaryfacilitieswithtoxicrunoff,-8 with 58 storm mains flowing Into an already impaired water
9 body.
,1 0
52 or 53 storm drains in another flowing directly
:11 into San Diego Bay, flowing directly into our sensitive
12 Tijuana River, give me a break.
13
If your guys'parking lot is outof compliance,
14 then you should get it into compliance. I dorCtknow that
15 for afact, but that"is' aspecious argurnertt, and IthiIlk:
.16 it's really, you know, hilarious if it wasn't so painful
17 that they have all kinds of money to spend 1"\lnriing around
18 testingyotIr paikIDg;lot;'runnmgarourid; you'know, dcifug
'19 these little ;studiM to get out of being complied, but' woe ..
20 is us, we don't have money to corne into compliance.
'21
Please. Those'are our tax dollars, we want them
22 . spent on them coming into compliarice with'tlle water 'quality
.323 laws.
.;24 .
There waSa·C.H.P.officer earlier here:arid'I wish
,~"5, ..~~ w~s still h~~~."I..~8fl!~g ~?S~~,if!'p2:'sp~eqiri~~s~.I .. "
1
2
3
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1 get ollt of speeding because other people are speeding? I
water. We've all evolved way much farther than that
You've expressed that in'the discharge peririi~ .
I.t 2 think I woiiIdkD:bw whathisansW'erwcili1ii'be.
,3
Toxid:ty liinits. You gave them apass lasttime.
you've given to other very comparable facilities to them,
i~ 4 Everybddy elseihad: a!come to Jesus'meetiAg. You made them
. we'll talk about whether they're shipyardsbr'i18fin a .
i' 5 come into compliance. They didn't like it. They complained
minute, and you need to proceed on that saine course with
'. 6 about it, they didn't want to do it, but you mow what, they
them.
.
7 did it, which it gave the Navy a pass.
Fairness matters. For them to say, we're not a
8
They've now had five more years. It's now the day
shipyard, we'tenot a shipyard, well, yeah, you are. Many
I. 9 that they hilVe -- day of reckoning, they now have to get
of your facilities absolutely are shipyards. You heard
:10 their toxicity standards, aridI don't understandwhy there's
Vicente list offall of the shipyard activities thatthey do
11 not a chronic level in there, too. So -- but maybe some of
at many.oftheir facilitie.L
~ "=, _~"_._ .
,," '12'"'thespeaRers'ilfferm6will,cspe'aIC"tb that;"blit\Ve'thitlkfuey
If they're not shipyards, it's because they're
.13 should have both.
worse than shipyards interrns of their pollutant loading.
.14
I mow I'mtaking up too much time. I guess those
They're shipyardsplus;airpbrtsplus allkilidsofbther
15 are just some of my comments. If -- the Navy has dorie a lot
things.
~16 of things for the environment. They have improved...'They've
And' I also think I heard hiin. say when they Weren't
1 7 gotten ll. lot better.
like shipyards, like the Radio ReceivingTower, they didn't
.18
I've sat on restoration advisory boards and
make·thatapply,the industrial storm water parts don't
apply to the Radio Receiving Tower because, granted, that's 19 technical review committees for North Island for years and
20 years. You mow, we worked on radioactive waste sites :that
not like a shipyard.
21 got cleaned up in San Diego Bay. Weworked on mercury
But you've got toxic runoff coming off of those
22 spills that they gotinto San Diego Bay, a lot of things
runways. You've got toxic runoff coming off of those
23 have improved.
operational areaS, and they absolutely should be treated at
This is the next thing that th~y need to improve.
least at thesame level as our commercial shipyards, and you 24
heard :that commercial shipyard workers are overdoing
;2 5 They need to come into comP1.iance.. Ifthey want to l:>e .~ .
c

_
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leader and be called a leader, then they need to be a
leader.
I get that it's a little bit of tough love that
they don't want to do it, but that's your job, and, you
know, the things that -- the suggestions they're making
would not meet the legal standards that you are empowered to
and have the responsibilityto enforce; so we would ask-you
to adopt the strong permit. We ask you to put in both of
the toxicity limits and then let's move forward from here.
Thank you.
MR.. WRIGHT: Thank you.
KaIIa Hirschbein.
MS. HlRSCHBEIN: HeIlo again. KaIla Hirschbein for
Coastkeeper. As a representative of San Diego Coastkeeper,
I'd like to express support for the Staffs proposed
tentative order prepared by Staff and supported by the EPA.
We are not requesting anything above or beyond
other current holders, only that the Navy be held to the
same.standard as other operators located in San Diego
discharging into the bay and other local waters. My
comments today wilI focus on the proposed acute toxicity
standards.
Coastkeeper supports the Staffs inclusion of the
same acute toxicity language adopted in the Continental
Maritime permit. This revision is warranted for two
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the dates in the permit look to be in compliance with that
1 first exceedance -- the first fail is not a violation, and
r.i
2 requirement except -- and this was on Page 37 of the permit
2 the way that it's written in the permit now, the first fail
'. 3 -- Cion Page 371ists June lOth, 2012, which, as you can
. 3 would be a violation.
'" 4 understand, would be beyond the scope of the SIP.
4
MR.. WRIGfIT: So -- but -- Ms. Solmer, her commentS
;i
So the compliance schedule for the final effluent
5 seemed to -- well, she did indicate that that was not a-6_~ lim.it~tionsfor diesel engine cooling water discharges for a
6 their alternative was not a real substitute -- well, it's a
7 number of metals aTldfCDDequivalents;ana thafhasa ~date
7-~substitutebut riot a meaningful: substitUteoftheendof~the ..
8 of June 10th, 2012~
8 pipe requirement.
'., 9
So Ibelieveth.at was mearit to be changed to be in
9
MR.. RODRIGUEz: The other request that they're miling is
:1 0 compliance with this SIP, if 1 could just get confirmation
. ·10 that compliance be determined in the receiving water.
i~l onthat.
'11
MR.. WRIGfIT: Yes.
12
And then just to close, -Coastk~eper's motto has
12
MR. RODRIGUEZ: Which is not what I said in the previous
in always been, this was our motto when we were San Diego
13 agenda item The previollsagerida item I statedt:l1atthe
,.14 Baykeeper, that there's nothing more patdoticthitn clean
14 effluent limitations apply attli.~eria:o~ pipe; and that's
15 water. We stancfherehopefUllyto'be hand::.in~h~nd ;;"ith the
15 h()w this peiTriitisWrii:ten. 'Effluendhnitationsapply at
16 Navy to getour waters cleaned up.. Wejust have a different
16 the ertclof pipe.
[;17 way that we gettneie than theydo.. Thank you.
'17
There 'is no dilution credit given in this permit.
:18
MR~cWRIG:Hf:Tl1ank ydu: ' '
'18 If there was'a: dilution credit to' -- if dihition credit was
:19
Back to the Navy: Who wishes to sP6ak for the Navy
.'(19 established; it~ouldbe2alcU:l~tedinto'fue effluentIirllit,
;2 0 at this point? Any summary statements? Adtriiral?
2 a and the effluent limit would 'still apply at the end of pipe
iin Admiial'Hering}'·.
21 and not in theteceivrng water.
,,22
ADM. HERrNG:ThaDkyou. I guess theone thingthat 1 22
MR.WRIGfIT: Okay. Could you help me understand the
,;z 3 have to say is, this 6bvio~siyhciils down to; igross' " 2 3 TCDD:equiva1ents 'issue alittle better?
,24 rnischaracterization of what does storm water and the
,2 4
MR.RObRIGuEz: Yes: TITi.g6ing to ask Kristin 'Schwall ":
)12 5 faci1itiesareiaIF~b()~t.
..
'25 to' come iipher~;andexplahd:h8.t "
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1
This particular permit U1at you're discussing today
:2
is Coronado; and we branched out inioa much larger
3
facility, and lwill tell you that I offer ~ve7 one ofyou
'4
art opportunity to walk tllefacilityandsee"the;difference.
5
Anyone of my facilities are 90 percent Cleaner ill
6
a-- and we conduct' i:)\ld)~siness ill afashion that is
7
respective of the environment better than municipalities
8
on the waterfront itself, and 1 challenge any municipality .
9
. or any waterfront facility in the San Diego Bay to meet my
10
standards, and if they're willing to apply that same
.11
standard, thep We'llfl,Rnly.that standard across the board.
;., "12
'. But to say that
~x~ctlY··iike·ashipyarlm-~-··
13
everyrespect at eVery p6rtionoftllose facilities is a.
"14
gross mischaracterizatidn of whatwe do in the San Diego
15
Bay. Thankyori.
16
:MR.. WRIGHT: Tharik you:
17
Okay. Back to Staff. There were a number of
issues that came up. I assume that Board members may have 18
19
some questions of you as well, but rthiilk one -- one that 1
20
wanted to have some discussion on is the proposal for -- the
21
alternative proposal for toxicity requirement, and there may
22
be some other things that you want to cover, but if you
23
touch on that, please.
:24
MR. RODRIGUEZ: The action level -- what they're
25
proposing is so. much of what is already there excep~ for the

all

I'm

MS. SCHWALL: HellO, myname is Kristin Schwall. I'm a
water QualitY ControlEngmeerwiththeRegional Board
staff, and I've been looking iiii6fue TCD])' issue, '~d it is
very complex'as )'ou've'heard fr6mpteviclUs speaKers:
And my understanding, to date, is'tliitfdle TCDD .'
limits, there's two hases. Wehave some di~charges that are

,_

'.
;

~:i

~.;
n
~.,

r

::J::;~artd=:,n~o~~:~~dn

~

equivalents, and so our lirriitis very appIlcable for the
Ocean Plan.
The other limit -~ the other discharges go to

i
~

.

'SantJiegctBay;~andth6se'limits'are"based'onthe·GPR.'"'~e

I~"

C1R has limits for just one· type of TCDD, TCDb equivalents

I'.·.,.·,.'

are made up of-a whole bunch of conjoiners, kInd o f " "
different chemicals that all iookthesame;' They're very' .
similar.
.
I~'
But theCTR has a limit ~- or the erR. has criteria
~. '
for just one of those, and sathe Navy is saying that we .
~
Sllouldbase our limitsonju~tthatoneconjoiner, but
~'
R
within the CTR preamhle, it has language that supports our
g
use of the TCDD equivalents. The TCDD equivalents are some
of all the conjoiners.
~.:
Do you have any further questions?
~
MR. WRIGHT: Did you understand all of that?
~
~
iv1S. SC~AJ+: Yes, It's "erytechni~at
...., i

i

,.~
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MR. THOMPSON: Well, the real simple question is, why
would we ask for something that's greater than what's in the
3 SIP? That's the real fundamental question. If the State
4 Implementation Plan called out for a certain number,
5 whatever, why are we exceeding that by an exponential
6 function? Because we can, or because we really think it's
7 pe<:essary,and if it wasn't necessary in theState-- ------ - ---8 Implementation Plan why is it necessary here?
9
MS. SCHWALL: The method that we followed is recommended
lOin the preamble for the CTR.
11
MR. THOMPSON: I don't care about the preamble for the
12 CTR. I want to know about why it's different. In other
13 words, you're saying, we decided to use this, but the real
14 criteria, as I understand it, should be the State
15 Implementation Plan or am I wrong?
16
MS. SCBWALL: Well, the State Implementation Plan is
i 7 the-18
MR. WRIGHT: Okay. Other questions?
19
MR. LOVELAND: I think that one went unanswered. How is
20 it different? I'm not understanding. If it's different,
2 1 what is the difference and what is the basis?
22
MR. THOMPSON: They've interpreted it that way.
2-3
MR. WRIGHT: I -- I -- he was asking a question,
24 Kristin. Did you understand the question?
25
MS. SCHWALL: Is there more questions?
1

2

r

There -- there could be an interpretation to use the other
method as well. This is the first time that we've
encountered this issue.
4
MR. LOVELAND: Well, I guess, Mr. Chairman, that kind of
5 brings up the confusion that I had. If, obviously, we have
6 the option of using one over the other, there needs to be a
-7 clear understanding on rnypatt; iitleast; before
8 on this as to what is the value of one over the other? Why
9 should we choose one versus the other? Given the
10 - alternatives, what's the consequences? It seems to have
11 significant application here.
12 _ MR. CONNOLLY: Mind ifItakeashot at it?
13
MR. WRIGHT: And what's your name?
14
MR. CONNOLLY: My name is Dan Connolly (phonetic), I'm a
15 U.S. EPA contractor. I assist the Regional Board -16
MR. WRIGHT: We can'thear you.
17
MR: CONNOLLY: Is it on?
18
MR. WRIGHT: Can you hear it back there?
19
MR. CONNOLLY: My name is Dan Connolly, I'm a U.S. EPA
2 0 contractor. I assist the Regional Board in their NPDES
21 efforts through permit writing and compliance evaluations,
22 and I just thought maybe I could explain the TCDD
23 equivalents a little easier.
24
Essentially, you have TCDD, a conjoiner, which
2 Sis -- sorry, I'm usually behind the scenes -- is -- is a
2
3

fcanvo£e
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1
MR. LOVELAND: Yes. You said that the two are
different, how are they different? What is the difference
2
that you're basing your stance on? .
3
4
MS. SCHWALL: The two types of limits. I'm sorry, could
5
you clarify the question?
6
MR. LOVELAND: My question is, I'm asking you to
7
clarify. What is the difference between the two and why are
you making this assumption or determination? Just to say
8
9
they're different leaves me out in no m!lIl's land.
MS. SCHWALL: Okay. There are two possible ways that
10
you can interpret the CTR and using the SIP. The method
11
12
that we used is the TCDD equivalents, and that's a method
that sums all of the conjoiners effluent -- concentrations,
13
14
and you compare that number to the effluent .limit.
15
The other method is to establish effluent limits
16
for each individual conjoiner that you go through the
17
reasonable potential analysis and decide which conjoiner
need effluents, and you establish individual effluent limits
18
for each conjoiner, and -we have chosen the method that is
19
20
supported by the preamble in the CTR.
MR. LOVELAND: And why did you choose that method and -- 21
and what is -- where did the two interact? Why is one
22
23
prevailing over the other?
- MS. SCHWALL: This was our decision on how to proceed in
24
.25
this matter and it's, as you can see, it's very confusing.
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single parameter, and you have a family of these parameters,
what we'll call the TCDD equivalents. So you have one and
then you have a family of them that are similar pollutants.
Okay?

~
~
~.:

"

I

So that's the difference between, you knqw, the-the Navy is saying just apply the one parameter, and in the
permit they're applying the family of parameters.
~
Now, where the SIP and the cm are related is the
I"
SIP implements the cm. So when we talk about the SIP and"
cm, we almost use them interchangeably, so that might be a (1
little bit of where the disconnect is coming.
!l
/j
Now, in the preamble of the CTR, it specifically
~
states, "If the discharge dioxin or dioxin-like compound;"
~
M
and these are TCDD,equivalents, dioxins. My hands are
i1
shaking. "Has reasonable potential to cause or contribute
~
to a violation of a narrative criteria, numeric water
~
quality-based effluent limits for dioxin or dioxin-like
.~
compounds should bQeinhclude~ in NPDES permits, which are
expressed using TE sc erne.
TEQ scheme used for inland surface waters in closed
~
I~
bays and estuaries of California provided in Section 3 of
the SIP consistent with the CTR and SIP, a TCDD equivalent a
~"
criteria of 1.3 times 19 to the negative 8 micrograms per
liter for the protection of human health is used, which is
~
based on a one in a million cancer risk.
£
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1
MR. ROBERTUS: I want to add that the team writing the
The rest is all technical, but, essentially, the
,2
permit
is a different part of our Staff that does the water
preamble of the CTR said, if you detect one, go ahead and
3
quality
body assessments, so I may have to get someone from
apply all.
4 elsewhere on the Staff to fill in on this.
MR. WRIGHT: Okay: Mr. King and then Mr. Destashe, and
5
MR. RODRIGUEZ: A reasonable potential analysis was done
George, I don't know if that answered your question or not.
6 for at least one of the dioxins. I don't know if it was -6_ MR. KING: That went a long way, although I couldn't
-7---MR.WRIGHT:Can you speaka-little moreintothemilce?-7 -q~i~ ~atc:h. e~~tyiliini as you were readmg-it.Youdia~a
8
MR. RODRIGUEZ: The reasonable potential analysis was
8 great job.
9 done-' '
.
9
What I was going to askis the old saying, don't
10
MR. WRIGHT: They can't hearyou in theback.
;1;0 take the law into your own hands, you take them to court.
.:11 This is a good opportunity for Counsel to weighih on
'11
MR. RODRIGUEZ: The reasonable pOtential analysis was
12 done for one of the dioxins. I don't know -~ and sothere
'12 something that Seems to be which standard we should apply
13 , was a concern for tha(for at least one. I do not know if
:13 here. If this is a legafIbatter and we're looking to
,14 more than one was d~ne, and then the ~- biis~ on thai one,
,;14 differmgcriteria,it would seem to be good to get some
'15 the -- you can apply, across theIai'mly of, chemicals and ha,ve
15 legal input on this.
16 the equivalent apply tb the other ones, but I don't know if
6
MS. HAGAN: This is a new issue for me. Myiinpres,sion
',17 more than one -- if a reasonable potential analysis was done
:17 is that one is more conservative than the other. It doesn't
'18 for more than one.
18 sound to me as though One is lega.lly required ~ver the
19
:MR.. 'WR1GHr: Okay. Mr:'Gordon, you know, we may get to
t'~ 9 other, butT donot'knowfue answer to that If we -- if
J2 0 you would like, I could try and look into that.
:;
t21
MR. KING: I would
it wciuld be worth it'li.ere,
2
can reach giearer clariflc~ti(jn and rna:yPe yoti can clarify,
;22, since this is a point of contention, that we give you enough
;:2 3 time and consider -- because it doesn't seiIrttobepk~ly ,
,23 ' Mr. Gordon.
;:24 technical. It seems to be that there's got to be; sorite "
1
2
3
,4
5
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1 about and what we're discharging, these are not dioxin
MR. CONNOLLY: I would also like to add that this is
2 produciIigdischai'ges. I mean, for example, you know, I
conslstenlwith other perrilits, IIlaybenot al{'p~rtmts; but
this procedure 'has been used throughout the State of
3 brought up the Reverse Osmosis. Reverse Osmosis isn't going
4 to geneni.tedioxIDs. Thes~are 1mngs that are present in
California.
5 the environment.
'
MR. WRIGHT: Okay:. Mr~ Robertus and then Mr. Destashe.
6
And, essentially, by putting these effluent limits
MR. I{OBERTUS:Obviously, the staff opted for a more
"7 on us, if we don't meetthat effluent lirriit -- and these are
7 conservative appro~ch, and what I believe the Board is
>8 lookingfor is, perhaps; a quantification or qualification
,8 10 to the mirius 8 micrograms. These are -- if you measured
9' as to why it would be applicable to this permit.
9 your drinking water, if you measured the bay, if you
io
1 0 measured these water bodies, you're going to find it.
I think Staff may be able to enlighten or
8.1 ilIuminate"the.concergJ.QLclj.Q~.i!1~jn§.N1,J2.~!tO :E!~,~hy
11 , ,Ar1d if you put these limits on it, you're basically
''1;2' telrillgui;-"tfiilt"yoil"can'fAiaI<:ectl1e"IiriJit;"rord"yoii'feCgomg'"
12 would We want to have a more strict consideration for a
13 discharger dealiIig with dioxins. So would that help,
13 to have to' stop your Reverse Osmosis units. I mean, those
14 perhaps?
14 are the typesofthi.:ilgs we're concerned about.
15
15
So we're as1&i'g you'to limit to what the State
Can the permit team enlighten the Board on why
16 we're concerned about dioxiiis; where they come from, the
16 ImplementationPlan only requires. Weil do the monitoring
17 legacy of dioxins, and where we are in our currentstrategy
17 for the other data; We're just -- we don't want to have to
18 to protecttheBay, and\vhy a more conservative
18 stop operations or stop discharges because of the dioxin
19 consideration in this permit might be appropriate?
19 that we're not generating that's present ill th~ environment.
20
20 So that's what we're looking for.
David Barker, do you have some thoughts on who
21 could address that?
. 21
MR. WRIGHT: I understand you're making the case, but I ~
22
22 was hoping that you might clarify this discussion of why one
MR. WRIGHT: After we hear from Staff, I do want to hear
23 is more relevant than the other aside from the fact that it
~.
23 frOrrl Mr. Gordon on this. Ithink he's raised this as an
24 important issue for the Navy, so I think it's important that
2 4 would stop your operations. I'm just trying to -- we're not
25 we hear from him as well.
2 5 getting any cl~ar answerfroJ:P: §taff' and -~,
~!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!'!!!,,l'!,-..,!!,.-=!!!c..!......
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3

MR.. GORDON: Well; I will say this -MR.. WRIGHT: You're an expert in this field, so clarify.
MR.. GORDON: I will try. Our position, the State

Page 112
1 different, if those were delineated, would it allow you more
2 options to comply, to act differently rather than the way
3 they're being characterized right now, if I understood your
4 objection?
5
ADM. HERING: Yes, sir. And, as a matter offact,
6 .the -- if you take a look, the pennit for what we consider

Implementation Plan is, as was mentioned, is how the State's
5 chosen to implement the California toxicity limits.
6.
And Gabriel was correct, it doesn't prohibit
- 7- limiting limits on· certain pollutants,-but whenitgets-to---8 TCDD or these dioxins, it says, essentially, develop or
very
9 evaluate this 2, 3, 7, 8 TCDD, this specific dioxin, for an
10 effluent limit.
10
It is a dry dock in which we separate and segregate
11
And then it says after that, and this is a quote
11 our industrial activities that occur on the pier and in and
12 from it, or it -- not exact quite, but it says the stated
12 around those areas, and it has a separate pennit.
13 purpose in the SIP for monitoring TCDD equivalents is to
13
But to categorize the waterfront in a fashion that
14 develop future multi-media control strategies, and that's
. 14 we are all doing maintenance of that level, as a matter of
15 because it's recognized that the source of these pollutants,
15 fact, all the aircraft maintenance that you put in your
16 they're not under the control of the Navy. I mean, we can't
16 statement this morning is all done inside closed buildings.
1 7 control things that are falling into the environment.
17 We don't do any blasting in the wide open. There's no
18
So I think that's what was recognized when they
18 abrasive manufacturing efforts going on at the waterlront.
19 developed the SIP. I haven't seen the preamble. I can't
19 None of that is.
2 0 really address that specific question, but I know that the
20
You drive by the piers and you see that when we get
21 State Implementation Plan -21 .ready to do that type of stuff, the EPA approved white
22
MR.. WRIGHT: I was hoping you could.
22 water -- white sheet goes up, and the entire area that's
23
MR. GORDON: I know you were. I know it's approved by 23 under construction or under rework is completely protected
24 the EPA, though. The Implementation Plan goes to the EPA
2 4 from the environment.
25 and it's approved.
25
So to categorize it as if we were dumping all this
4
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1 problematic. Instead of looking at the whole thing, try to
1 areas in which they determine that they are industria]
2 and-- and administrative activities and airport activities
2 isolate different parts, so maybe that's what needs to be
3 done.
3 and repair activities so that Staff could lookatthose
4
MR. LOVELAND: I thought I heard that, too. ,But the way
4 areas and either agree or disagree or cometo some
5 I understood it was that they were talking about isolating
5 compromise.
6 individual functions in terms of how they -- how they
6
I don't think we can characterize it 100 percent as
I' T-freated theruh6ff:
--------7-industrial,andlthinkthat's an importantfactorin this___
8
MR. WRIGHT: Uh-huh.
8 permit and Ithirik we should proceed in that fashion.
•9
MR. LOVELAND: And -- but the permits: they'll apply
9
MR WRIGHT: And I don!t think Staff is necessarily
10 across the board, and I'm wondering if ~- if they were
1 0 doing that. I think Staff is trying to isolate the
:11 isolatingthe ~~ the fririctions, would different permit
111 different'parts of it, but I'm not so sure it's been done
.12 requirements apply, and I'm not sure of the answer to that..12 with gr~at enough claritY.
13 .
I -- I really lfrethddea bfVisiting the
,.13
MR.. DESTACHE: And Staff has ·tried.tolay.out exact
14 facilities and looking. I how that it takes a lot of time
14 areas, butT think there are different aCtivities that need
15
'16
'17
'18

\,:1.9

,;Z 0
:21
22
'.23

I:

:2 4

5

I~

1
k2

and it's' a difficult thmg:forthe'BOariftodo, butltllink15
itwould; for me anyhow, would help in my understanding and 16
certainly maybe give·uslJetter'understanding ofwhat
'
'17
alternatives tliereareto resolve,this -- this issue~
'18
The statement was made earlier todaY' about the
:19
riecessityor the desirability of being consistent in these
20
permitS; andl tliinkthat is very, very true that we· should
'21
be consistent.
22
But; 'at the" same tiine, -thatdoesn!t meanpaintirig
i23
everybody with a number one brush if they're doing different ~ 2 4"
funCti§."",'aridWe';~~:'!':UJ1il,"",,""'iih"ii'if is different
',2 5

or where it is not different and how we can be
within thafftiunework'
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~
Iabsolutely believe that.
MR. WRIGHT: Okay.' So :Mr:Thompson; then'! would Ii'..·:.·.
suggest that we discuss how we 'can ma.ybe continue this -•
this matter and try to reacll some -- some greater clarity
,
and some agreement on what does need to be done.
I how. I'niseemgshaking'heads, butweLmy--~"
my opinion is, frarikly; is'that asTsaid. We-can't stand
IJ
still. We heed to" do whatever we can to improvethe'quality
of the w_in the boy, butwe need 1D do,it in ';,in • Wily , 1\

Ii

Ii,

Ii

7
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2
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that recognizes that there are some facilities that h:::: 11
impact; some that don't, sOme have greater impact than

~ Ofueffi:d~;;'on,

IiI:
~

continue moving ahead, doing whatever we can to address
5
MR. tHOMPSON: JustafewITlinutes, andI'm gOlrigto
~t
6 caveat my comments with a preface that I spent 30 years
~;
Pollution problems iii the:baf
7
But, you mow, it --like you say, you can't just
7 working fot'theDepartmentoftheNavy asa civilian, all·of
§I,:.:·.
:i 8
paint everything with the same brush and -- butT think we
8 it in ship repair, in LongB each, in the last 13 years in
m,
9 need to do some fine-tuning on this, and maybe one way to do
9 the San Diego area, both at the Naval Station as the
10 that is, as you suggested, become more familiar with the
·10 Planning Officer for the Old Shore Intermediate Maintenance
.11 situation. I think -- in fact, 1 thiIlk we're obligated to
11 Activity, and then the last eight years as the Deputy
.,
.;12
do
__
..
~3
~H thought you had waved me off earlier. Okay.' So back to
,14 Maintenance Center maintains .all the submarines iri
"15 you.
1'5 SanDiego.
~;
i16
MR. DESTACHE: Actllally, l'did wave you off, because I ,16
And so over thoseyears, I have watched the~'
17 wanted to fInish the toxicity side ofit before we got to
'17 Department of the Navy strive very hard to get to the point
[
-18 the point that:Mr. Loveland made very -- very clearly.
18 of trying to be in compliance wherever they can with all the
~
'19
I think there are -- there are distinct areas in
:19 regulatory guidance that comes out of not oruyEPAat the
20 these -- and specifically North Island. I think that the -20 federal level but at the State level as well.
'21 the Admiral was pretty clear on it's not just an industrial
21
And I think they've done an admirablejob in that
;22 plant
22 respect, because I've seen the results. rve watched the
23
And I think it behooves the Regional Board and
23 evolution over'the years. Arid as the Admiral poirited out,.
24 Staff to look at, and really I think we would -- we would
24 he is absolutely correct, you carmot compare the Naval
25 have to look to the Navy to characterize their specific
.25 station activities in this areato a Naval shipyard or even
5
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a private shipyard.
1 as well as the -- the TCDD issue that makes sense to me. I
There is industrial activity that does go on in the
2 don't -- I don't see where we need to go such a high order
facilities, but it's not 24 hours a day, seven days a week
3 given their restrictions.
in general. It's over periods of -- short periods of time,
4
I -- I take very, very well to heart the fact that
usually, when a ship is in for maintenance. Those ships are
5 there was a comment made that the -- the private shipyards
assigned to certain piers to do that maintenance, and it
6 have decided they can't meet these requirements, so they're
. isn't like the entire base is contributing to the problem···· ... ~"J.. diverting as much as they can into theCitysewer·system.
from the standpoint of the industrial activity that goes on.
8 Navy doesn't have that option.
So I think the point tj.ken concerning if, in fact,
9
How do you pay for that? There was a comment made,
there's going to be some additiona1 requirements in the
lOwell, they don't have to divert all of it. Well, okay.
permit, and I'm going to talk about that in a second.
11 Where do you draw that line? What do you divert, what don't
I think we need to do take into consideration that
12 you divert, and what is that cost?
you can't characterize an entire installation as part of
13
There was a question about $300 million cost of
this because the actual activity taking place is isolated to
14 implementing all these requirements. I'll be honest with
certain areas.
15 you, that number is probably pretty close when you apply it
The other piece to this that really troubles me
16 over the entire Naval complex within the San Diego Harbor
is -- and it's kind of fundamental. There was a comment
1 7 over all the facilities, because it will take a lot of money
made about, well, the taxpayers of America want their money 18 to implement requiring compliance with these restrictions.
spent cleaning our waters. Well, I think you'll find a lot
19
Now, here's my last comment, and it's probably
of taxpayers of America would rather see money being spent
2 0 going to be a question for Staff at some point. If, in
in -- in the course of National defense, and we need to keep
21 fact, we put this permit in place and the Navy cannot
in mind, that's what the Navy provides.
22 comply, okay? They're going to be in violation. Are we
It,'s not to say that you ignore trying to keep
23 prepared to shut down a Naval facility in SanDiego Harbor
the -- you know, clean the water as best you can to the
24 because they cannot comply with an order? That'sthe
point, but there is a monetary aspect and impact of putting
25 question that will have to be asked and answered at some
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1 point in time. Thank you.
in place regulatory requirements that -- that wiIItax the
2
ability of that agency, and this even goes to the private
MR. WRIGHT: Okay. I don't think the latter is even a
sector, but more so when you're talking about the Department
3 question.
4
of Defense activities.
Mr. Robertus, do you have a recommendation?
D
5
They don't have the money anymore to do this. The
MR.ANDERSON: I have one question.
Ii
6
money that used to go to the Department of Defense and Naval
MR. WRIGHT: Point of clarification?
~
~
7
activities is being diverted to other things that is beyond
MR. ANDERSON: Just a real quick question. Was there
~
their control; and then they have no way to comply.
8 any problem with us supporting the case by case exceptions ,~
And I'll give you a good example. Before I retired
9 that the Navy has requested?
~
10
back in 2007 from the Navy, we could not buy parts for
MR. ROBERTUS: I don't see a problem with that. I
, 11 will,-- I'm compelled to say at this point that when I first
nuclear submarines. Period. There was no money to
~
,
1,2 became the Executive Officer for the Board, I met with Navy ~
manufacture parts for submarines. We were getting them off
decommissioned submarines. Almost every submarine that came 13 attorneys and Naval officers and endeavored to carve out the
fi
14 portions of the Naval installations surrounding the bay and
by, we were taking parts off of decommissioned submarines.
That's how bad it is.
15 encouraged them to get involved in the municipal stann water ~
16 program,because that program by law from Congress says you I~, :
And -- and to continue to -- to bring to bear
17 havean iterative process to reduce pollutants to the
additional requirements that mayor may not be necessary,
~
and we haven't decided that yet, to expend dollars to comply
18 maximum extent practicable.
with something that mayor may not be necessary or that may
19
The industrial stann water program, which is driven
have a negligible effect, just doesn't make any common sense
20 by SIC codes on dry land, and then it ratchets up a bit, in
~
21 my mind, for industrial shipyard activities on the bay,
from ,the taxpayer's standpoint as well when there's other-~,";,.
22 you -- you have to address a higher standard, BATVCT, or
other monetary reasons that would require that money to be
~
~
'23 best available technology or best current technology and
spent in other areas.
~
24 cost is not an option -- an option in that case.
I personally think that the Navy has presented some
25
options here concerning the toxicity requirements and -- and
And to date, I'm not aware that the Navy has
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1
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responded to my requests that they get involved in the
1
2
municipal storm water program, and I don't -- I can't
address why they did or didn't, and maybe they did, I'mjust
3
not aware of it.
4
5
But that permit and my reason for going to them was
to avoid the dilemma we face today, because if this Board
6
'T "aoes riotadoptthepermitasI've ~~asit'sbeenprepared;
-7
8 then there's the circumstance that the Navy may have
8
9
9 discharges goinginto San Diego Bay th~t would be
~i 0 unregulated.
10
11
The Board carve outthoseportions that rthirik the
11
,12 permit addresses and then leave those areas that aren't
12
13 appropriately to be regulated by this permit and have them
13
:14 unregulated and that leaves them honorable, potentialiy, for .
14
,15 unregulated disbhl:lIges gofugint6;a'b6dy of wa~ithatlsof
15
16
;16· critical focus 'of our regulatory reach..
'.17
So if ~- if -- if it's theBoard'spleasilre, I
17
h 8 would make a retoimrtendatiori 'afthis time.
18
~19:MR. WRIGHT: I'd like to hear your recomrnendation.;19
i2 0 MR. ROBERTUS: Myrecomrnendation is,thatthe permit be . 20
adoptedwith errafa.TheNavY hasoptlons to pursue these
'21
;'22 additionaI mattersoftoXlC1tYiIl'ihe petition' proce~s, arrel
'22
/2 3I'mreluctantt6:'say this,lJtit onoccasiori fdo, sometirrtes ."~2 3
:2 4 issues carrnotbe resolved by this Board,' arrdtf the'
;24

hI

..;2a:.5_.w,arr
· ts..·t;",O.;~
··.m· e i.ts ·.c~oloi.e ·.as.,} f ..
h.""~ ma·d

Navy

e.}..t,.?~D.,d.~~
. :Y'.,9~..,~.,;0·d} y1;',

1

We just don't have a lot of options. This is a
federal permit, and we -- we, perhaps, could defer to
U.S. EPA and we've endeavored, as your Staff, to work"in
concert with U.S. EPA even using a contractor that they paid
for. So those are my comments.·
My recommendation is to adopt the tentative order.
MR. WRimrr: W~ll, menibersof the Board,I agre~with
Mr. Robertus. So I thinldt's time to move forward with
this permit.
':
. I -- I understaDd that the Navy is a good Citizen
in a lot ofrespectS, hilt I a:lso ha\Te~~ have to -- I think
..
we have to uriderstand that San Diego Bay belongs to all of
us and that we:, asa'Board, have a responsibility to make
.
certain that all the activities that are -- have a -- do riot
pollute the bay.
Well, somebody make a motion orie way or the other
or sorrie kind of a motion.
MR. R.A'.YFIEi]): Actually, Mr: President, I'd like to ask
one -- one' rnoreqU:~stion here; Mr. Chaiin1an:.
.
The Navy, in my opinion, has ma'cie' a good' case for
the whole area notbe considered an industrial area, if you
will, or an industrial discharge,!llidT'm:'-I really' don't
know the answer tothis, butI'm ·wondering; is'there some
I~
waytosegrm:nt or s~pafate, perha.ps,'thepemiit stich that
~;
r
_ _"l;!i't,.~"5,.h' th
,.a~ ,:~''''''~•~•:<ie~i "w
·: ,tJ.1.'~t J?Brt
·, 1:h•. t) ..(.ih:dH..str:,l'.at..9 ,' ,,.j•..'' ''' '' '.~;
'
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~! .
"1 they certainly have that right to continue to do so.
1· shipyard-like processes versus the rest of the area which is
~ ~.
The -- typically on San Diego "Ba.y; anY pemutting . '
.• 2 more akin to munidpalstorm. watef,in whlch case, inmy
~,
.. 3 activity we engage, we are going to be more conservative
3 mirid, monitoring' and ot:Ji~r things would be diffete~t from
until we areconvrnce<i'that the bay is,
corifi&nt way,
• 4 thesetwo areas or for these two areas? but is that
!i:
·5 clearly fully supporting beneficiaJ. uses.
:5 feasible?
;j'
':'6
.That's 110t the condition that we facetoday for
6
Why must we consider all of -- just because they're
~. ;
7 San Diego Bay. In fact, there's another kind of activity on
7 all part of th~Navy,'all four installations und(;;f the same
m
;8 the bay which deals with marinas that I'm going to be
8 umbrella and under the same regullitions?
9 bringing back to you in the future and the question of
9
MR. WRIGHT: Well, Staff has attempted to subdivide the ~
10 whether we're going to be regulating permits, NPDES permits.
10 facilities, and they are under -- under different permits or
.
11 The State Board is currently working on that.
11 will be under different permits, but your point is that
~
···'··B;}tlf~~lfua"(i:heperrnitthiiri.s'before'yoii~~""'~~~~C,...., ·"r2CrfuiYhdliis'permieis":;;ccovers'toc)'much;"-;'''-='~'~'c",,~...
12
"i3 today, this tentative order, is iuiappropriatepenriit at
13
MR. RAYFIELD: Exactly.
14 this time, and I'havetoaddresstheissueofviolations
,14
MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Robertils?
15 since the Board has brought it up.
15
MR. ROBERTUS: I'm curious as to the Navy's perspective J.
16
TheNavy, if they have violations, that certainly
,16 on the submission of the report of waste discharge for this
r;;.
17 is important to them, but this Board has no recourse. You
1 7 permit. Did theyiritend that the report:of waSte discharge
18 applied to the entire geographical area of the Naval station
~~
:L8 cannot fme the Navy~
19
As far as shutting down their activity, I can't
19 as it's represented.ihthe pel'Ili1t, or does the permit
:
20 rnisrepre$ent what they submitted to us in the report of
20 even imagine taking such a course of action. We may be able
21 tdo i~sukne a Ctheasethand Desilsdt Order·on their discharges, but I
2 1 wthaste'discrtedhargthe or have theYdcthhanirrfged their. posthitionf since
22
22 on t ow a.t ey wou comply.
ey repo
e -- presente e ormatlon, e acts on
fi
~
Case in point. The federal government
23 the report of waste discharge, and if it changed, Why did it
23
24 International Boundary Water Corrunission, it was necessary to 24 change?
~
~
25 take them to court, and we've been in court for manyyears.
:2 5
Because I believe the permitwe'vewritten. is ..... '..,
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representative of what they presented to us in the report of
waste discharge. So if we've misrepresented and included
geographical areas that was not their intent to submit the
report of waste discharge for, I think that needs to be
clarified.
1v.IR. WRIGHT: Okay. Would you clarify that, please?
. 1v.IR.GORI:>ON: TIl try; Brian GordonwiththeNavy. -I'mnot sure I quite understand the question, but I wiII say
this.
One of the issues that we have on our Navy
instaIIations is they are kind of unique. They are -- they
are mixed use facilities. So when we talk about separating
the industrial versus nonindustrial areas, one of the
challenges we have is they're all commingled across the
bases in some cases.
So we do have a number of administrative areas, for
example; but in many cases; they may be right next to an
industrial. Is it possible to do? Well, I suppose if you
bermed allover the base and put new storm drain systems in,
it's potentiaIIypossible, but we're talking about a lot of
infrastructure changes, and, in my mind, it doesn't result
necessarily in improvement in water quality.
What was brought up before is isolating some of
these areas and would that help us. Again, it's just so
hard to isolate. And as far as the toxicity standard, that
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And if you heard the word "commingled," that's the
problem. The runoff from these areas is commingled with
runoff from other ·areas. It's not delineated separately,
and that very same problem exists throughout our urban
areas.

~·forov~~;~~:sar~:~~:~s;:i~~~~~see~:~:~~~u~:fal

doesn't help us with the toxicity standard unless -- I guess
2. I think -- I still think there's a misperception that it's
3 our industrial activities that are causing the toxicity, and
4 the point is, it's -- it's -- all of our runoff is not going
5 to pass that toxicity standard.
'6
1v.IR; WRIGHT: You raise a good point; the toxicity
7 standard doesn't go away. I mean, that's a separate issue
8· and we have to decide how we want to handle that.
Thank you.
9
10
1v.IR. GORDON: 'TjJ.ank you.
11
1v.IR. WRIGHT: Okay. Do I have a motion?
12
1v.IR. DESTACHE: I have one other question before I -- and
.
13 this is for Mr. Robertus.
14
.From your statement regarding the MS -- the storm
15 water permit and your discussion with the Navy, they opted
16 or it's your belief that they opted to stay as an industrial
17 .permit in lieu of becoming part of the -- the overaII storm
18 water management and storm water permit for the -- for the
19 region?
20
1v.IR. ROBERTUS: Well, I can ollIy conclude,based on the
21 answer I got to the question I presented, that it was their
22 intent when they submitted the report of waste discharge
23 that this permit is based on for -- for the Board to proceed
24 to write a permit that essentially says what this permit
25 says. It regulates the whole installation.
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8 storm water permits, some areas with municipal storm water
.9 permits. And as you saw in the chart at the very beginning;
10 of the presentation, the Navy installations were in the
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latter phases of this 20-year process of regulating the
discharges from industrial activities that ring the bay.
~
So I'm perplexed at this point where if the Navy's
~
claiming they have unique separate facilities on the bay
that are industrial similar to shipyards and only those
~I.
areas have these potentially harmful discharges that we
~
regulate with this process, then they should have submitted
~1\
a report of waste discharge that exclude all those other
~
areas.
I would present that they didn't do that because
~.
then they would have dischqrges from Naval property that.
;
~
doesn't have a permit. They could alleviate that problem by
Ti
joining a municipal storm water program, which they have not . ~
elected to do.
~
So I --I don't know --I would suggest an option
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1 is, rescind this permit, rescind the existing permit and
2 figure out what they want to do and have them discharge
3 without a permit and sort it out, but that; I don't think,
4 is appropriate.
5
1v.IR. DESTACHE: And I would agree that that's not an
6 appropriate option for us right now, and at this point, I'm
7 going to make amotion to approve this permit and we'll, you
8 know -- and with the statement that I think the Navy needs
9 to approach this in a different fashion.
10
1v.IR. WRIGHT: Isthere a second?
111v.1R. KING: Second.
12
1v.IR. WRIGHT: I heard that that would be very difficult
13 to do that.
14
MR. DESTACHE: And I may add to my motion that with the
15 errata as it's written today.
16
.1v.IR. WRIGHT: All those in favor of the motion say "aye."
17
1v.IR. KING: Aye.
18
MR. LOVELAND: Aye.
19
MR. RAYFIElD: Aye.
20
MR.. DESTACHE: Aye.
21
1v.IR. WRIGHT: Aye.
22
Those against?
23
1v.IR. THOMPSON: I'm against.
24
1v.IR. WEBER: I am, too, against.
25
1v.IR. ANDERSON: Against.
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:MR. WRIGHT: The motion is approved 5 to 3.

1
2
3

Thank you, everybody. We appreciate it. Yes.
It's way past lunchtime.
(Hearing adjourned at 1:20 p.m.)
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